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• Section 704(a) – de te rmined by partne rship agreement
• Section 704(b) – de te rmined in accordance  with partne r’s inte re st in a 

partne rship (“PIP”) if:
• The  partne rship agreement does not provide  partne rs’ distributive  shares, or
• Allocations in the  partne rship agreement lack substantial economic e ffect (“SEE”)

Background: Section 704(b) Requirements
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• Economic Effect
• Safe harbor – Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(b) (The “Big Three”)

• Maintenance of capital accounts under Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)
• Liquidation of partner’s interest in accordance with positive capital account balances
• Deficit Restoration Obligation (“DRO”) or Qualified Income Offset (“QIO”) (Alternate Test)

• Economic Effect Equivalence
• Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(i)
• Allocations are deemed to have economic effect if, at the end of each year, a liquidation would 

produce the same economic effect as if the safe harbor had been satisfied, regardless of the 
economic performance of the partnership

Substantial economic effect
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• Substantiality
• Must be a reasonable possibility that the allocation will affect substantially the dollar 

amounts to be received from the partnership, independent of tax consequences
• An allocation is not substantial if:

• Overall tax effect for any partner is substantially diminished over the life of the partnership
• There are shifting tax consequences
• They are transitory allocations

Substantial economic effect
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• If allocation fails to satisfy SEE safe harbor, partners’ distributive shares of 
partnership items determined in accordance with PIP
• PIP signifies the manner in which the partners have agreed to share the economic benefit 

or burden (if any) corresponding to the item being allocated. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(3)
• Takes into account all the facts and circumstances relating to the economic arrangement 

of the partners

Partner’s interest in the partnership
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• Factors include:
• Relative contributions to the partnership
• Interest in economic profits and losses
• Interest in cash flow and other non-liquidating distributions
• Rights of partners to distributions of capital on liquidation

Partner’s interest in the partnership
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• A and B contribute $40,000 each to AB Partnership, and AP purchases 
depreciable property for $80,000. Capital accounts are maintained in 
accordance with 704(b), and liquidating distributions are in accordance with 
capital accounts. In Year 1, AB recognizes no taxable income or loss, except 
for a $20,000 cost recovery deduction that is allocated to A (resulting in 
capital account balances to A and B of $20,000 and $40,000, respectively). 

• If liquidating distributions are made in accordance with capital accounts, the 
$20,000 allocation will have economic effect because liquidating 
distributions after Year 1 will result in A bearing the economic cost of the 
allocation. By contrast, if allocations are pro rata, the allocation will not have 
economic effect. 

Example: Economic Effect (see Treas. Reg. §
1.704-1(b)(5))
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Regulatory Allocations
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• Provide an order for the allocation of profits and losses after first applying 
regulatory allocations. 

• Two Steps:
• First, apply profits to offset losses for prior tax years and to offset capital contributions 

based upon each partner’s capital account.
• Second, allocate profits to partners in the manner profits are intended to be [if cash is 

available to] distributed to the partners.

• Losses applied in reverse of profits.
• Liquidation of the “partnership” made in accordance with positive capital 

accounts.

Regulatory Allocations -Basic Run Down
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• [Options a] flexibility in sharing profits and losses.  Profits and losses are not 
required to be distributed in the same manner .

• Allocations should be based upon capital accounts.  
• Distribution provisions, unless following ownership percentages, should be 

easily identified in the operating or partnership agreement.  Operating 
distributions (as contrasted to liquidating distributions) Does not necessarily 
follow the allocation provisions.  

• Distributions/Allocations are not required to follow ownership percentages.

Regulatory Allocations -Considerations
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• Focus of distributions is typically on capital account balances.
• The allocations drive the economics of the company dealing with profit and 

loss.
• Capital accounts are determined based upon allocations.
• Waterfall allocations cause multiple layer on the allocations.
• Liquidations are based upon capital accounts even when using non-safe 

harbor provisions.  The focus is still driven by the economics, but is not 
based upon capital accounts, but another economic determination.  

Agreement Provisions -Allocation Based
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• Agreement provisions satisfy the economic effect or alternative economic 
effect.

• Based upon capital accounts.
• Agreements typically have safe harbor provisions i.e.:.

• Partner’s ending capital accounts balance achieve a given economic deal.  This 
economic deal can sometimes be difficult to reach with the safe harbor provisions.

• Then liquidate in accordance with those balances.

Agreement provisions -Allocation Based
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• Distributions are not made or determined based upon capital accounts.  
This is the basis for when cash is distributed to partners.

• In distribution driven agreement the distributions will drive the economics of 
the agreement.

• Distribute cash with regard to the rules in the agreement-allocation income 
or loss to track the distributions.

Agreement Provisions -Distributions
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Section 1.  Allocations.
(a) Net Income.  Net Income for any period will be allocated:

(i)    First, 100% to the LP until the total Net Income allocated under this 
Section 1(a)(i) equals the total Net Loss allocated under Section 1(b)(ii), and

(ii)    Second, 80% to the LP and 20% to the GP.
(b) Net Loss.  Net Loss for any period will be allocated:

(i)    First, 80% to the LP and 20% to the GP until the total Net Loss allocated 
under this Section 1(b)(i) equals the total Net Income allocated under Section 1(a)(ii), and

(ii)    Second, 100% to the LP.

Regulatory Allocation Provision
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Targeted Allocations
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• What are they?
• In contrast to allocation driven distributions, targeted allocation provisions distribute 

profits and losses based on an economic waterfall reflecting the business deal. Specifies 
how cash will be distributed from operations and in liquidation of the partnership

• Allocates profit/loss so that at the end of the taxable year, each partner’s capital account 
is equal to the amount that would be distributed to that partner in liquidation if all 
partnership assets were sold at their section 704(b) book value, less the partner’s share 
of minimum gain

Targeted allocations
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• What are they? (cont’d)
• They are distribution driven allocations that have the following characteristics:

• Liquidation in accordance with the distribution provisions
• “Plug” income so that capital accounts equal what a partner would receive upon a hypothetical 

liquidation if the assets of the partnership were sold for their section 704(b) value

Targeted allocations
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• Distributions are not made or determined based upon capital accounts.  
The distribution waterfall is the basis for when cash is distributed to 
partners.

• In distribution driven agreement the distributions will drive the economics of 
the agreement.

• Distribute cash with regard to the rules in the agreement-allocate income or 
loss to track the distributions.

Agreement Provisions -Distribution -Driven
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• Common Issues/Considerations
• Targeted allocations (arguably) won’t satisfy the substantial economic effect safe harbor 

because they don’t liquidate in accordance with capital account balances
• If drafted properly, should be respected under the economic equivalence test or else are 

consistent with PIP
• Use of Qualified Income Offset provisions
• Impact of current tax distributions
• Impact on statutory allocations
• Impact of revaluation events

• Targeted allocations may create taxable capital shifts

Targeted allocations
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• Except as otherwise provided in this Article, Profits and Losses (or items 
thereof) for any Fiscal Period shall be allocated among the Members in such 
manner that, as of the end of such Fiscal Period, the respective Capital 
Accounts of the Members shall be equal to the respective amounts that 
would be distributed to them, determined as if the Company were to (i) 
liquidate the assets of the Company for an amount equal to their Gross 
Asset Value and (ii) distribute the proceeds of liquidation pursuant to 
Section 10.3.”
• Not all agreements have the “or items thereof” language

• Puts pressure on guaranteed payment determination
• Might make allocation fail economic effect equivalence and fall into PIP

Sample target allocation provision language
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Layered allocations compute ending capital under the following formula:

Targeted allocations plug income under the following formula:

The Formulae

beginning 
capital

ending 
capital

contributions

distributions

income

loss

target 
ending 
capital

beginning 
capital

contributions

distributions

income

loss

or
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Comparing Regulatory and Targeted 
Allocations
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• Assumptions:
• LP contribute s $200 and GP contribute s $0  to partne rship
• Partne rship buys two securitie s (A and B) for $100 each
• All distributions are  made  to LP until it ge ts its $200 back
• Then, distributions are  made  80% to LP and 20% to GP
• In Year 2, the  partne rship se lls Investment A for $200 (gain of $100)

Example 1: Classic 80/20 Partnership
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Example 1: Regulatory Allocations
LP GP

Book Tax Book Tax

Contribution 200 200 Contribution 0 0

Gain 80 80 Gain 20 20

Distribution (200) (200) Distribution 0 0

Total 80 80 Total 20 20
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• Targeted allocations are computed under a 6-step process:
• Step 1.  Determine beginning capital for each partner
• Step 2.  Allocate contributions and distributions by partner
• Step 3.  Add Steps 1 and 2 to determine adjusted capital account for each partner
• Step 4.  Determine aggregate ending capital
• Step 5.  Allocate aggregate ending capital to the partners in accordance with the 

distribution provisions
• Step 6.  Subtract Step 3 from Step 5 to determine income for each partner

Targeted Allocation Formula
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Targeted allocations —capital accounts
LP GP Total

Step 1.  Determine Beg. Capital 200 0 200

Step 2.  Determine Contrib. and Dist. (200) 0 (200)

Step 3.  Adjusted Capital 0 0 0

Step 4.  Determine Aggregate End. Capital 100

Step 5.  Allocate Ending Capital
1st – Return Cap. to LP

0 0 0

2nd – Return remainder 80/20 80 20 100

Total Ending Cap. 80 20 100

Step 6. Taxable Income by Partner 80 20 100

(subtract Step 3 from Step 5)
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Current year income is $340.
Liquidating Distribution: A receives capital plus 5% preferred return on capital.  

B and C then get return of capital and then 1/3 to each.

Example 2

A B C Total
Beginning Capital 0 0 0 0
Plus Contributions 100 100 100 300
Less Distributions 0 0 0 0
Adjusted Beginning Capital 100 100 100 300
Ending Entitlement 216.66 211.67 211.67 640
Less ABC 100 100 100 300
Income Allocation 116.66 111.67 111.67 340
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• Primary Benefit – Certainty of Distributions
• Target allocations attempt to replicate “safe-harbor” allocations without requiring 

liquidating distributions to be in proportion to positive capital account balances
• Safe harbor, Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2)

• If capital accounts don’t reflect parties’ economic deal, safe harbor allocations can alter 
the economics

Why do targeted allocations?
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• A and B each contribute $500 to partnership P on 1/1 Year 1
• B is entitled to a preferred return of 10% on unreturned capital
• Next distributions go 1st to B to return its capital, then to A to return its capital
• Remaining distributions split 60% to A and 40% to B

• P invests capital in two assets, Asset 1 and Asset 2, investing $500 in each asset
• P sells Asset 1 on 12/31 Year 1 for $700
• P sells Asset 2 on 12/31 Year 2 for $500
• P liquidates and distributes $1200 to A and B pursuant to partnership agreement
• P engages in no other transactions

Why do targeted allocations?
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• Capital Account Computation

Why do targeted allocations?

A B Total

Beginning Capital $500 $500 $1000

Year 1 Preferred Return Allocation $0 $50 $50

Year 1 Residual Profit Allocation $90 $60 $150
Year 2 Preferred Return Allocation $0 $0 $0

Year 2 Residual Profit Allocation $0 $0 $0

Ending Capital Account Balances $590 $610 $1200
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• Distribution Waterfall

Why do targeted allocations?

A B Total
Cumulative Preferred Return $0 $100 $100

Return of B Capital $0 $500 $500

Return of A Capital $500 $0 $500
Residual Distributions $60 $40 $100

Total Expected Distributions $560 $640 $1200
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• Tax Consequences of Distributions inconsistent with Capital Accounts
• Comparison of Capital Accounts to Distribution Waterfall

• What are tax consequences to A and B of distribution pursuant to Waterfall?
• Capital shift?
• Guaranteed payment?
• Distribution in excess of basis?

Issues with targeted allocations

A B Total
Capital Account Balance $590 $610 $1200

Expected Distributions $560 $640 $1200

Difference $30 ($30) $0
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• Other Benefits
• Perceived ease of drafting

• But puts pressure on drafter to draft distribution waterfall correctly

• Less risk of surprise distribution result to parties
• Business people can lay out the business deal in relatively simple form.

Why do targeted allocations?
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• Issues with Applying Allocations
• Targeted allocations require alternate calculations of actual capital account at BOY and 

target capital account at EOY:
• Partnership return preparer must have systems in place to determine both amounts

Issues with targeted allocations
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• Fee Waiver Proposed Regulations
• Background-many private equity firms attempt to convert investment management fees 

to a profits interest in the partnership
• Treasury proposed regulations under IRC section 707 that seek to determine when a fee 

waiver is a disguised payment for services-Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.707-2.
• Key factor is the entrepreneurial risk associated with the profits interest allocation

• Many times targeted allocations rely on gross income allocations to cause capital account to 
equal waterfall

• Gross income allocations identified as lacking entrepreneurial risk

Issues with targeted allocations
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• New Section 1061 recharacterizes carry from a PE fund as short term capital 
gain if the underlying portfolio investment was held for less than 3 years.

• Some GPs have inserted operating agreement provisions allowing the GP to 
waive less-than-three-year carry distributions in exchange for a priority 
catch-up out of future longer-than-three-year carry distributions.

• Similar issue with allocating gross amounts.

Section 1061 Waivers
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Drafting Targeted Allocation 
Provisions: Best Practices

46
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• Include 704(b) "Boilerplate”
• Computation of Capital Accounts

• Definition of Capital Account

• Definition of book “profits” and “losses”

• Provisions for capital account revaluations and contributions at FMV

• Nonrecourse Deduction Provisions
• Definitions of nonrecourse deductions and partner nonrecourse deductions

• Definitions of minimum gain

• Provisions for allocating nonrecourse deductions and partner nonrecourse deductions,

• Negative capital account provisions
• Limitation on loss allocations

• Qualified income offset-probably not necessary but good window dressing

• Curative allocations-not necessary

Drafting the targeted allocation provisions
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• Two Important Definitions
• Target Capital Account

• The amount that any partner would receive if the partnership sold all of its assets at Book Value 
(or if greater, the amount of nonrecourse debt secured by such asset), paid all of liabilities, and 
distributed the remainder pursuant to the distribution formula

• In other words, the amount that the parties have agreed to distribute to each partner if the 
partnership liquidated at Book Value

• Adjusted Capital Account
• The partner’s Capital Account balance at the beginning of the year, adjusted for contributions to 

the partnership and distributions from the partnership during the fiscal year

Drafting the targeted allocation provisions
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• Allocations
• Partnership Income allocated to any partner whose Adjusted Capital Account is less than 

its Target Capital Account
• Partnership Loss allocated to any partner whose Adjusted Capital Account is greater than 

its Target Capital Account

Drafting the targeted allocation provisions
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• Targeted Allocations of Gross vs. Net Income or Loss
• In many cases, target allocations of net income not sufficient to create safe harbor result

Special considerations
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• A and B each contribute $500 to partnership P on 1/1 Year 1
• B is entitled to a preferred return of 10% on unreturned capital
• Next distributions go 1st to B to return its capital, then to A to return its capital
• Remaining distributions split 60% to A and 40% to B

• P invests capital in land and leases for $300/year in Year 1 with $100/year in operating expenses
• Lease ends in April Year 2, with P earning $100 of rental income and $100 of operating expense
• P sells asset for $1000
• P liquidates and distributes $1200 to A and B pursuant to partnership agreement
• P engages in no other transactions

Net vs. gross targeted allocations?
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• Year 1 Capital Account Computation

Net vs. gross targeted allocations?

A B Total

Beginning Capital $500 $500 $1000

Year 1 Preferred Return Allocation $0 $50 $50

Year 1 Residual Profit Allocation $90 $60 $150
Ending Capital Account Balances $590 $610 $1200
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• Year 2 Capital Account Computation – Net Income Only

Net vs. gross targeted allocations?

A B Total
Beginning Capital Balances $590 $610 $1200
Year 2 Preferred Return Allocation $0 $0 $0
Year 2 Residual Profit Allocation $0 $0 $0
Ending Capital Account Balances $590 $610 $1200
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• Example:  Preferred Returns
• Year 2 Capital Account Computation – Gross Income and Deductions

Net vs. gross targeted allocations?

A B Total
Beginning Capital Balances $590 $610 $1200
Year 2 Preferred Return Allocation $0 $50 $50
Year 2 Residual Loss Allocation ($30) ($20) ($50)
Ending Capital Account Balances $560 $640 $1200
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• Senate Finance Committee Chair Ron Wyden’s (D-Ore.) proposed tax legislation (released 
September 10) would require allocations in accordance with partners’ interests in the 
partnership
• No more SEE
• PIP is based on facts and circumstances of the economic deal (based on capital contributions and 

rights to distributions/cash flow)

• Related partners would be required to allocate under the “consistent allocation method”
• Premised on the assumption that “related parties do not have sufficiently adverse interests” for 

allocating based on economic deal; relative contribution capital is a better indicator of their economic 
interests

• If related partners do not allocate items pro rata to contributed capital, treated as a sale of partnership 
interests between partners

• Senator Wyden’s proposal would be effective for tax years beginning after 12/31/2023

Current Proposed Legislation 
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• AICPA, among others, criticize the proposed legislation in a November 2 
letter to Senate Finance and House W&M committees
• “The proposal . . . Would decouple economics from the tax considerations even for 

business that are not engaging in nefarious transactions . . . PIP is an amorphous and 
subjective area that is not well defined. Changing the allocation rules to PIP may 
remove the complexity traditionally associated with the section 704(b) regulations, 
but in turn, would upend current economic arrangements, completely modify the 
regime with and under which partnerships are currently familiar and operate, and 
introduce new complexity to the tax system. Removing safe harbors and forcing 
taxpayers to rely on general rules are frequently a detriment to taxpayers.

• The  consistent pe rcentage  me thod assumes that all partie s in a controlled 
partne rship do not have  any compe ting economic inte re sts.  Moreove r, the  
mechanism could re sult in ove rall tax in an amount greate r than intended.

Current Proposed Legislation (cont.) 
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